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Objectives of this Report:
This document has been prepared in the framework of S2M-group (S2M) assignment to perform lead generation 2.0 in
Country A and Country B for Client's solution, and aims at presenting the results of such prospection campaign during this
month for Client’s top management and eld sales team.

Introduction
Based on S2M methodology, we agreed on supporting CLIENT to speed up its business development by:
- Providing Sales managers’ pipeline with quali ed meetings that would turn into sales opportunities
- Gathering market information regarding the different targets canvassed, their current status regarding Client's solution scope and
their decision making process
- Deliver qualitative Key Decision Maker contact details on a monthly basis
Kick-off meeting was held on DATE, prior and after such event, the list of targets to be canvassed was agreed and validated. It was also
agreed the KDMs to be contacted, the main value propositions, questions for the quali cation process, as well as the product
characteristics, competitors, etc.
S2M has started sales campaigns on DATE focusing on priority 1 targets on the Number of sectors agreed to be canvased: Industry 1,
Industry 2, Industry 3...(speci es sectors validated with the Client). Results (feedback and potential meetings) have shown as
campaigns evolved and we have started to see a better trend in the last 2 weeks.
Along this report, the results of the rst weeks of campaigns are shown and detailed. As the mission evolves, more information, trends
and conclusions will appear in order to provide a deeper overview of the campaigning process and it results.

LEAD GENERATION 2.0 CAMPAIGN UPDATED MILESTONES
Kick-Off date
DD/MM

Date

Month 1

Mission

2 weeks
Kick-off

Month 2

Month 3

End 2017-2018

3 Months pilot project
Successive waves of canvassing campaigns in Country A + Country B

Campaigns
starting week

End of Pilot
Project
Next-steps to
be de ned

Objectives: 18 meetings

SCOPE OF THE PROJECT AND IDEAL CUSTOMER PROFILE
Solutions

Competitors

Client's solution
name

Competitor 1
Competitor 2
Competitor 3
Competitor 4
.....
Competitor N

Nb. markets
targeted

KDMs to contact

Country A

Preferred positions established for Key Decision Makers
to be canvassed
for example

Country B

PRIO 1
Head of

PRIO 2
C-level

Finance
Complience
Procurement
Legal
....

Head of Operations
COO
CIO
CTO
....

ZOOM ON TARGETS
Market coverage
Target Breakdown by Industry

Total Accounts

59

118

34

High Priority: 89

Middle Priority: 94

Low Priority: 28

Industry 1 (55.92%)

Industry 2 (27.96%)

Industry 3 (16.11%)

Blacklisted: 46

Industry 1

Industry 2

Industry 3
2

4

12
17

26

12
34

59

118

Targeted (75.64%)

Targeted (73.75%)

Targeted (70.83%)

To be targeted (16.67%)

To be targeted (21.25%)

To be targeted (25%)

Blacklisted (7.69%)

Blacklisted (5%)

Blacklisted (4.17%)

CAMPAIGN AND SALES INDICATORS
Meetings in Country A and Country B to monthly objective
.
39%

7 meetings won
this month
11 more meetings to 3-month
objective

Meetings Organized - Month 1
2
3
1
2
1

1

1

1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

1
0

Week 1

Industry 1

Industry 2

Industry 3

Total Meetings breakdown by Industry - Month 1

Industry 1 (28.57%)

Industry 2 (42.86%)

Industry 3 (28.57%)

Lead Generation Figures

7

13

85

MQAs

Relevant feedback

Targets canvassed

Campaign coverage

Number of accounts not contacted

Industry 1

60

46%

50

Industry 2

40

36%

30

Industry 3
29%

20

Total

10

40%

0

High Priority

Middle Priority

Low Priority

Campaign performed during Month 1

Total

397

85

Month 1
Accounts contacted

KDMs contacted

MQAs

On track with
objectives and good
traction observed
7meetings organized
+
2 being scheduled
+
Few feedbacks
already

7 con rmed meetings

Number of
Meetings

+ 2 being organized
+ 2 on-hold

Prospect

Country A

Industry
Date & Time

CONFIRMED MEETINGS

▶ 1st KDM's name – Position
▶ 2nd KDM's name - Job titel

All quali ed meetings with quali ed
audience being con rmed since the
beginning
of
the
outreach
campaigns.

Client's Rep attendee

Meeting quali cation details: prospect’s speci c
interest or topics he wants to discuss,
challenges, needs, metrics, strategy, ongoing
projects…

All of such meetings are fully in line
with client's ICP.

..........
Prospect

Country B

Industry
To be con rmed

MEETINGS CURRENTLY BEING SCHEDULED

▶ 1st KDM's name – Position
▶ 2nd KDM's name - Job titel

All meetings being through quali cation
and organization process

Client's Rep attendee

To achieve the best meettings' conditions
and outcome, all meetings are going
through quali cation and organizations
process.

Prospect company business insights
Topics currently being quali ed
Any valuable information related to the meeting

..........
Prospect

At this stage premises, attendees, time and
agenda are being speci ed both client and
prospect sides.

On hold

Industry

ON HOLD

Country A

▶KDM's name - Position

TBD

Meetings that potentially could be
scheduled in the future, but currently being
paused for various reasons (for ex. main
KDM's busy schedule, not the right
moment for the company etc.)

..........

RELEVANT FEEDBACK

This section summarizes all relevant feedback received fron
the prospects so far.

Prospect company /
buying center in Country

Those valuable insights allow to detect market and industry
trends, deeper understand the players, take better business
initiative, prioritize actions, make right decisions, set t=right
business goals and so on.

KDMs name & position
Insights shared by KDM

..........

Such information may relate to competitors in place, ongoing
tender (RFI or RFP), better entry point, recent purchase,
reasons of lack of interest towards client's solutiom...

MOST COMMON QUESTIONS / TOPICS
This section brings to the attention the most popular subjects discussed with the prospects

Topic 1
Topic 2
...........
Topic N

CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS
Based on the rst weeks of campaigns and the feedback collected after interacting with different
organizations and KDMs, we can see there is potential for Client’s solution. A trend has appeared in the last
weeks of the month showing interest from different organizations (cf. MQAs and relevant feedback above).
At the same time, it has been noticed that several targets contacted have no power of decision locally,
instead, this is hold at the headquarter level, mostly in the US.
As the campaigning process has covered most priority 1 accounts, during the next month we will continue
with other priorities. Nevertheless, it is important to take into account that most of the priority 1 accounts
canvassed as of today still have the potential for generating new MQAs as S2M’s methodology consists in
ongoing campaigns on different KDMs, departments and buying centers.
During the rst month of campaign, we have also enriched the database with dozens of relevant KDMs,
which will help us accelerate the number of MQAs and feedback obtained in the coming weeks. This
evolution will be share, as always, along the weekly reports and as well as during the alignment calls
scheduled. As agreed together, this data will also be delivered to you on a monthly basis.
Next-step 1
Next-step 2
......
Next-step N
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